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Abstract. This paper evaluates thoroughly the performance of multi-cell OFDMA system. The two types of deployment in multi-cell OFDMA system, such as Strict Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) and Soft FFR (SFR) were evaluated. In order to model the base station locations, homogeneous Poisson point processes were used, i.e. tractable model instead of hexagonal grid was considered. In order to reduce complexity, chunk-based resource allocation scheme was embedded. Each cell divides the users into the users of the central cell area and the users of the cell edge area according to their average received Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) compared with FFR threshold. The primary stage of the analysis includes the spectral efficiency’s expression deriving from these two deployment scenarios, followed by the analysis with the use of coverage probability. However, the improvement of spectral efficiency is achieved in the case of SFR. On the contrary, coverage probability is far improved by using strict FFR scheme. Through numerical analysis, We have shown that the optimal FFR threshold to achieve the highest spectral efficiency was 12 dB for both Strict FFR as well as SFR.
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1. Introduction

Long Term Evolution (LTE) as well as LTE Advanced systems considered Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) for downlink radio transmission due to wideband transmission. As an advanced multiple access technique, OFDM-based Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple access (OFDMA) i.e. an extension of OFDM, has become very promising high data rate wireless communications which provides multiple users transmissions by dynamically allocating radio resources to different users. OFDMA offers nearly null intra-cell interference due to orthogonality among the subcarriers. However, inter-cell interference is a major bottleneck in multi-cell environment particularly for the edge users in the cell. This occurs when frequency reuse is employed in order to increase spectral efficiency [1].

In [2], the authors investigated that by properly allocating the radio resources to a Radio Network Controller (RNC) and base stations (BSs), no intra-cell interference can be obtained. In [3], the authors summarized the impact of co-existence between advanced communication systems due to the use of the same frequency band for multimedia applications. In [4], the authors discussed co-channel existence between LTE and WLAN services in the ISM band. In [5], the authors addressed the problem of assigning subchannels in an OFDMA based multi-cell downlink underlay Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN).

FFR resource allocation reduces inter-cell interference as well as it improves spectral efficiency [6]. In [7], to improve the trunking gain, the authors proposed dynamic resource allocation scheme. To allocate resources among the base stations, either full co-ordination or frequency reuse between the base stations may be considered to mitigate inter-cell interference. But in [8], the authors proved that full co-ordination between the base stations provide more efficiency than frequency reuse for dynamic SINR-based strict FFR.

To reduce complexity in the single subcarrier-based allocation, the correlation between adjacent subcarriers in the OFDM systems can be considered. When the channel conditions are affecting (bad condition) or not affecting (good condition) a subcarrier, then its adjacent subcarriers are most likely to be affected in a similar way. Thus, properly grouping a set of contiguous OFDM subcarriers into one chunk and the resources may be allocated as chunk instead of subcarriers in resource allocation [9]. Chunk can be allocated according to Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) or Bit Error Rate (BER) constraint. In paper [10], the authors analytically studied the performance of BER-based chunk allocation and compared the performance with SNR-based allocation. They proved that BER-based chunk allocation gives better performance than the later. In [11], chunk-based resource allocation was proposed for Multiple Input Single Output (MISO)-OFDMA Distributed Antenna System (DAS) in order to reduce the implementation complexity in downlink. In [12], in addition
to chunk allocation, joint power and bit allocation scheme were proposed with BER constraint.

In [13], the authors proposed chunk-based subcarrier assignment. Here, proportional fairness scheduling, i.e. instead of assigning subcarrier of chunk to the user with the highest channel gain, assigning the chunk to the user with the highest requested rate relative to the average user rate was considered. They proved that this method outperforms the adaptive resource allocation with proportional rate constraints [14]. After performing subcarrier assignment, power is assigned to the corresponding subcarriers. In paper [15], they proposed a reduced-power channel reuse (RPCR) scheme in order to improve the capture failure problem. In order to reduce implementation cost and the adverse impact of imperfect power control, the power level at the different cells is determined a priori and is static. Since it is difficult to obtain accurate channel and interference measurements of bursty data traffic for determining appropriate values of transmission power, they have shown that this method is an attractive one.

In chunk-based subcarrier assignment, due to grouping of adjacent subcarriers results in Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) problem. In [16], Partial Transmit Sequence (PTS) techniques have been proposed to reduce PAPR. In [17], the authors proposed the two techniques such as soft reduction combined with µ-law (µLSR) and subtracting cyclic prefix output from µ-law output (µLaCP) to reduce PAPR without BER deterioration. In [18], µLSR and µLaCP techniques have been used for Turbo coded OFDM system. The same transmit-power can be allocated for all the subcarriers within a chunk [19].

In order to improve the spectral efficiency, modulation parameters are adapted under different constellation restrictions and BER constraints [20]. In [10–12], the chunk-based resource allocation performances have been analyzed only in a single cell environment. Based on actual users measurements or existing propagation studies or simulations, initial/recommended operational configurations to be applied along with the selected static ICIC strategy, either SFR or FFR is considered in [21]. In [22], the performance of chunk-based resource allocation has been analyzed in multi-cell OFDMA system in conjunction with FFR concept. Also, they investigated the optimal radius ratio of central area to the whole cell area to achieve highest spectral efficiency. In [22], the base stations are modelled as hexagonal layout.

In [23], the authors described how wireless networks are analyzed using stochastic geometry and random graph theory. In [24], [25] SINR distribution has been obtained for tractable model, i.e. the base stations are modelled using homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP). They did not include FFR concept in multi-cell system. In [26], the performance of coverage probability and average rate in Strict FFR and SFR systems have been analytically evaluated for tractable base station model. Here, they did not consider the dynamic co-ordination among base stations. In [27], the authors derived an expression for spectral efficiency of OFDMA transmission in the presence of users and Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO). Also, they compared the performance of OFDMA and Multi Carrier-Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) and proved that OFDMA offers higher spectral efficiency than MC-CDMA under high load conditions which is normally experienced at peak hours and dense areas.

The main contribution of this paper is to analyze the spectral efficiency for tractable model using base station cooperation in conjunction with chunk-based resource allocation and also to investigate the optimal FFR threshold γTH, i.e. the parameter which is used to split the user into the users of the central cell area and the users of the cell edge area to achieve the highest spectral efficiency.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model. Section 3 analyses the average spectral efficiency. Section 4 discusses its numerical result. The paper concludes in Sec. 5.

2. System Model

We consider an OFDMA cellular downlink. Reference to the literature referred in which the PPP model is described and analysed for base station locations [24–27].

**Fig. 1. Construction of Voronoi diagram.**

The algorithm steps for the irregular cellular layout construction are described below.

- **Step 1:** Base stations locations are distributed as a spatial PPP [28].
- **Step 2:** Lines are drawn in between the mid point of each base station location and its adjacent base station locations.
- **Step 3:** Intersection of lines around each base station is taken as vertices of the corresponding cell.
Step 4: Vertices are connected and considered as a cell with unequal coverage area. Voronoi diagram construction is shown in Fig. 1.

Zoomed out portion of $15 \times 5 \text{km}^2$ area of irregular cellular layout with 20 cells for FFR and SFR deployments are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. Since we use PPP to distribute base station locations, each cell covers different cell area or shape, i.e., coverage area of all cells is not equal. Geographic interpretation of this cell is different from regular hexagonal cell layout. Each cell is divided into the central cell area and the cell edge area according to the predefined threshold, i.e., FFR threshold ($\gamma_{TH}$). Thus, the FFR threshold ($\gamma_{TH}$) for irregular layout is a design parameter similar to the interior radius of hexagonal layout.

In graph theory, graph colouring is an assignment of colors to certain objects in a graph. The main property of graph colouring is to assign the colours to vertices where the no two adjacent vertices will have same colours. Here, assignment of colors corresponds to frequency band allocation. So, in this paper, graph colouring theory has been used to divide the available frequency bands among the multiple base stations. The same frequency can be reused among the areas with the same colour. From four colour theorem [29], in order to ensure the no two adjacent base station cell edge area users will have the same frequency band, the minimum number of the frequency bands required to avoid the interference in the users of the cell edge area is 4. So, the whole available frequency bands are divided into five frequency bands as shown in the Fig. 2. Four frequency bands are allocated to all the users of the cell edge area, whereas one frequency band is allocated to the users of the central cell area of all cells.

But in soft FFR, frequency bands are divided into four. In SFR, the frequency bands allocated to the users of the central cell area of one cell are shared by the users of the cell edge area of the adjacent cell in order to utilize the spectrum efficiently than FFR. Therefore, for strict FFR the frequency reuse factor in the central cell area is 1 due to the use of the same frequency band for all central cell area users, but for the cell edge area it is $1/4$, i.e., out of 4 cells in a cluster one cell uses that particular frequency band. For SFR, the frequency reuse factor in the central cell area as well as the cell edge area is $2/4$, i.e., out of 4 cells in a cluster two cells use that particular frequency band. The reference cell is marked as capital R inside the cell, i.e., the cell nearest to the origin. One of the users in the cell is considered as the reference user. Reference user is denoted as big dot in reference cell and the users positions are denoted as small dots.

Chunks may be allocated to the users of the central cell area or the users of the cell edge area according to the channel condition. From Fig. 2 for Strict FFR, if the chunk is allocated to the users of the central cell area in the reference cell, then the same chunk is allocated to the users of the central cell area of all cells through the base station co-ordination. Then the users in the central cell area receive interference from all remaining 19 base stations. If the chunk is allocated to the users of the cell edge area in the reference cell, then the same chunk is allocated to the users of the cell edge area of the remaining five blue cells. Then, the users in the cell edge area receive interference only from five base stations.

From Fig. 3 for SFR, if the chunk is allocated to the central cell user of the reference cell, then the same chunk is allocated to the users of the central cell area of blue cells as well as the users of the cell edge area of red cells through the base station co-ordination. Then, the users in the central cell area receive interference from the corresponding base stations. If the chunk is allocated to the users of the cell
edge area in the reference cell, then the same chunk is allocated to the users of the cell edge area as well as the users of the central cell area. Then, the users in the cell edge area receive interference from the corresponding base stations. Unlike hexagonal layout, it receives unequal amount of total interference power from all the base stations according to the location, i.e. users nearer to the base station may receive more interference power than the users far away from the base station due to the irregularly placed base stations. Here, the users in the cell are divided into the users of the central cell area and the users of the cell edge area according to the average received SINR of the user. Base station classifies users as the central cell area frequency band user or the cell edge area frequency band user. If the average received SINR of the user is greater than FFR threshold \(\gamma_{TH}\), then that users will use the frequency allocated to the central cell area and vice versa. FFR threshold \(\gamma_{TH}\) is a design parameter like radius in regular cell.

In OFDMA system, Rayleigh fading is assumed for each sub channel between any base station and the user of the reference cell. This is due to absence of line-of-sight path. But if there is a primary line of sight path, Rician fading is taken into account and performance of Rician fading used to be better than Rayleigh fading assumption. Moreover, noise is an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with single sided power spectral density of \(N_0\). The frequency response, \(g_{k,n,l}\) of the \(i^{th}\) sub channel between the base station (BS)\(k\), and the \(n^{th}\) user can be defined by the combination of path loss, fading, and phase. It is given by [22]

\[
g_{k,n,l} = d_{k,n}^{-\alpha/2} h_{k,n,l} e^{j\psi_{k,n,l}}
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the path loss exponent. The received power used to be proportional to \(d_{k,n}^{-\alpha/2}\) due to the magnitude square of the frequency response of the channel. So, the frequency response of the channel is taken to be proportional \(d_{k,n}^{-\alpha/2}\), \(h_{k,n,l}\) is the magnitude of the channel fading of \(i^{th}\) sub channel between BS\(k\) and \(n^{th}\) user, and is independent identically Rayleigh distributed with unitary mean square, \(E(h_{k,n,l}^2)\), for all \((k, n)\). \(\psi_{k,n,l}\) is the channel phase and is assumed to be uniformly distributed in \([0, 2\pi)\). Therefore, \(g_{k,n,l}\) is identically and independently complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean for all \(k\) and \(n\). Its variance is equal to the path loss, i.e. \(E(g_{k,n,l}^2) = d_{k,n}^{-\alpha}\). Due to different transmission distances, frequency responses of different users have different variances. Although variances are different, fairness is provided through considering normalized received power. That is, the normalized power is given by,

\[
\hat{g}_{k,n,l} = g_{k,n,l} / d_{k,n}^{-\alpha/2} = h_{k,n,l} e^{j\psi_{k,n,l}}.
\]

In subcarrier based resource allocation, the subcarrier is allocated according to the channel condition. If the number subcarriers required to be allocated is high, for each subcarrier the channel condition has to be checked. This increases the complexity in resource allocation. In order to reduce the complexity in resource allocation, consecutive \(M\) sub channels, i.e. \(\hat{g}_{k,n,q} = [\hat{g}_{k,n,(l-1)M+1}, \ldots, \hat{g}_{k,n,LM}]\) are grouped together to form chunk using correlation among adjacent subcarriers in the chunk-based resource allocation. This reduces the complexity by the number of subcarriers within the chunk, i.e. \(M\). The channel fading of the chunk is defined by the average channel fading of all sub channels within the chunk, and is given by [22]

\[
\hat{h}_{k,n,q} = \left( \frac{\hat{g}_{k,n,q} \hat{g}_{k,n,q}^H}{M} \right)^{1/2},
\]

where \((\cdot)^H\) stands for the Hermitian conjugate, and \(\hat{g}_{k,n,q}\) represents the frequency response vector \(\psi^th\) chunk of \(n^th\) user in the \(l^th\) cell. Equation (2) contains square terms. This effect has been cancelled by taking square root for an entire expression.

According to the average channel fading of all sub channels, the modulation scheme is adopted in order to improve the throughput [20]. But, the modulation scheme used in all subcarriers within one chunk is considered to be constant irrespective of the individual sub channel condition. Here, \(L\)-ary QAM modulation scheme was chosen. The following values are chosen for \(L\), such as \(L = 2^b, 2^b, \ldots, 2^b\), where \(b\) takes the values of even numbers and it represents the total number of bits per symbol. The data rate for the particular carrier is given by \(r = \log_2(L)\).

3. Resource Allocation for Tractable Cellular OFDMA System

In this paper, the chunk allocation information is shared globally among all the base stations through base station coordination. For strict FFR, if the chunk is allocated to the users of the central cell area of the reference cell, then it receives the co-channel interference from the remaining 19 cells. If the chunk is allocated to the cell edge area user of the reference cell, then it receives the co-channel interference from the remaining five blue cells. For SFR, if the chunk is allocated to the users of the central cell area, then it receives the co-channel interference from four magenta cells as well as five remaining blue cells. If the chunk is allocated to the cell edge area user of the reference cell, it receives the co-channel interference from the remaining five blue cells as well as five green cells. The chunk is allocated according to the channel condition irrespective of the user location, i.e. either user belongs to the central cell area or the cell edge area. Fairness is considered among the users, i.e. the chunk allocation is not fixed. The channel with best condition may be either allocated to the central cell area users or the cell edge area users, i.e. all the users are considered equally.

Therefore, the \(\psi^th\) chunk is allocated to the \(n^th\) user in the reference cell when the following condition satisfies [22]

\[
n_q = \arg \max_{1 \leq n \leq N} \left| \hat{h}_{1,n,q}^2 \right|.
\]
After allocating the chunk to the user, the transmit power is allocated. The transmit chunk-power per subcarrier for the central cell area is denoted as $P_c$, and that for the cell edge area is denoted as $P_e$. If the $q^{th}$ chunk is allocated to the $n^{th}$ user of the reference first cell, the power of the received desired signal is given by
\[
P_{S_n} = \begin{cases} 
P_c \hat{h}_{\text{c},n,q}^2 x^{-\alpha}, & \text{central cell area users,} \\
P_e \hat{h}_{\text{e},n,q}^2 x^{-\alpha}, & \text{cell edge area users} \end{cases}
\]
where $x$ is the distance between BS$_1$ and $n^{th}$ user. Since, the number of interfering base stations is much larger than one, Gaussian approximation can be applied to the total co-channel interference from the other base stations. This approximation follows from the central limit theorem and the law of large number. So, the total co-channel interference component can be approximated as a Gaussian random variable. The variance of the total received co-channel interference component is given by
\[
\eta_n^2 = \begin{cases} 
E \left( \sum_{i \in I_c} P_c \hat{h}_{\text{c},i,n,q}^2 d_{i,n}^{-\alpha} \right), & \text{for FFR}, \\
E \left( \sum_{i \in I_c} P_e \hat{h}_{\text{e},i,n,q}^2 d_{i,n}^{-\alpha} \right), & \text{for SFR}, 
\end{cases}
\]
where $I$ represents the interfering base stations corresponding to strict FFR, and $I_c$ and $I_e$ represent interfering base stations transmitting in the same band to the users of the central cell area and the users of the cell edge area respectively.

Therefore, the instantaneous SINR of $q^{th}$ chunk for $n^{th}$ user, $\gamma_{n,q}(x_n, \theta_n)$, can be given as
\[
\gamma_{n,q}(x_n, \theta_n) = \frac{P_{S_n}}{\eta_n^2 + \eta^2}
\]
where $\eta^2$ is the noise variance of the particular chunk.

4. Performance Analysis

The performance of the spectral efficiency in the chunk-based resource allocation scheme is evaluated in this section for irregular tratable multi-cell OFDMA environment. Also, this section investigates the optimal FFR threshold $\gamma_{\text{TH}}$ to achieve the highest spectral efficiency. This section analyses the performance of strict FFR scheme as well as soft FFR scheme. Then, trade-off analysis with the coverage probability is performed.

As shown in Fig. 2, the frequency reuse factor, denoted as $\epsilon_c$, in the central cell area of a cell is one. The same frequency in their central cell area is used by all the users of the central cell area. But in the cell edge area, the frequency reuse factor, denoted as $\epsilon_e = 1/4$, i.e. cluster contains four frequency bands.

Therefore, the spectral efficiency of the $n^{th}$ user on the $q^{th}$ chunk, $C_{n,q}$, defined as the achievable bits per symbol, is given by
\[
C_{n,q} = \begin{cases} 
\epsilon_c r_{n,q}(x_n, \theta_n), & \text{for the central cell area}, \\
\epsilon_e r_{n,q}(x_n, \theta_n), & \text{for the cell edge area} \end{cases}
\]
where $r_{n,q}(x_n, \theta_n)$ is the data rate for $n^{th}$ user on the $q^{th}$ chunk. The data rate is chosen to satisfy the BER constraint of $10^{-3}$ with adaptive QAM modulation scheme [22]. Also, chunk is allocated to the user with best channel conditions.

4.1 Strict FFR Average Spectral Efficiency Analysis

The probability of allocating the $q^{th}$ chunk to the central cell area is the same as the probability that the frequency reuse factor $\epsilon(q)$ is equal to $\epsilon_c = 1$, i.e. $P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c)$. The probability of the spectral efficiency for strict FFR is given by
\[
P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C) = \begin{cases} 
P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c)P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C | \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c) + 
P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e)P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C | \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e), & \text{for FFR}, \\
P(\epsilon(q) = 1)P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C | \epsilon(q) = 1) + 
P(\epsilon(q) = 1/4)P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C | \epsilon(q) = 1/4), & \text{for SFR} \end{cases}
\]
where $P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c) = P(\epsilon(q) = 1)$ is the probability that the $q^{th}$ chunk is assigned to a user in the central cell area, and $P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e) = P(\epsilon(q) = 1/4) = 1 - P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c)$. $P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C | \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c)$ and $P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C | \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e)$ are the conditional spectral efficiencies of the chunk allocated to the users of the central cell area and the users of the cell edge area respectively.

Due to the statistically independent chunk channels fading of the users within the cell, each user has the equal probability to be assigned with the corresponding chunk, regardless of user location. Suppose, the number of users in the $k^{th}$ cell is $N_k$ and among $N_k$ users, $N_{kc}$ users are in the central cell area. Then, the conditional probability of chunk to be assigned to the users of the central cell area, $P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c | N_{kc})$ is proportional to the ratio of $N_{kc}$ to $N_k$ given by
\[
P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c | N_{kc}) = N_{kc}/N_k.
\]
From the Appendix A, the probability of assigning a $q^{th}$ chunk to the central cell area is given by
\[
P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c) = 1 - \exp \left( -\pi \lambda \left( \frac{P}{\gamma_{\text{TH}}(\sum_{i \in I_c} P_c d_{i,n}^{-\alpha} + \eta^2)} \right)^{\frac{2}{\alpha}} \right).
\]
Similarly, the probability of assigning a $q^{th}$ chunk to the cell edge area is given by
\[
P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e) = \exp \left( -\pi \lambda \left( \frac{P}{\gamma_{\text{TH}}(\sum_{i \in I_e} P_e d_{i,n}^{-\alpha} + \eta^2)} \right)^{\frac{2}{\alpha}} \right).
\]
From [22], the probabilities $P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C | \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c)$ and $P(C_{\epsilon}(q) = C | \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e)$ are described as
\[ P(C_e(q) = C \mid \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c) = \begin{cases} 1 - P(C_e(q) < B \mid \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c), & C = B, \\ P(C_e(q) < C + 2 \mid \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c), & C > B, \\ 0 & \text{if } C \text{ is even}, \end{cases} \]

\[ P(C_e(q) = C \mid \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e) = \begin{cases} 1 - P(C_e(q) < \frac{B}{\epsilon_e} \mid \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e), & C = B, \\ P(C_e(q) < C \mid \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e), & C > B, \\ 0 & \text{if } C \text{ is even}. \end{cases} \]
\[ P(\gamma_c(q) > \gamma_c, \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c) = \int_0^\infty P(\gamma_{n,q} > \gamma_c | x) f_x(x) \, dx \]
\[ = \sum_{i=1}^M p_i \left( \int_0^\infty \exp \left( \frac{\gamma_n^2}{\sigma^2} - 2\pi \lambda \beta(T_c, \alpha) \right) \, dv \right) \]

where \( \beta(T_c, \alpha) = \Gamma \left( -\frac{2}{\alpha}, \left[ \frac{\gamma_n^2}{\sigma^2} \right] \right) - \Gamma \left( -\frac{2}{\alpha}, \frac{\gamma_n^2}{\sigma^2} \right) \) and \( T_c = \frac{\gamma_n}{\pi \sigma^2} \) respectively.

Similarly, for the users of the cell edge area frequency band is given as

\[ P(\gamma_e(q) > \gamma_e, \epsilon(q) = \epsilon_e) = \int_0^\infty P(\gamma_{n,q} > \gamma_e | x) f_x(x) \, dx \]
\[ = \sum_{i=1}^M p_i \left( \int_0^\infty \exp \left( \frac{\gamma_n^2}{\sigma^2} - 2\pi \lambda \beta(T_e, \alpha) \right) \, dv \right) \]

where \( \beta(T_e, \alpha) = \Gamma \left( -\frac{2}{\alpha}, \left[ \frac{\gamma_n^2}{\sigma^2} \right] \right) - \Gamma \left( -\frac{2}{\alpha}, \frac{\gamma_n^2}{\sigma^2} \right) \) and \( T_e = \frac{\gamma_n}{\pi \sigma^2} \) respectively.

5. Numerical Results

Different priorities such as spectral efficiency improvement and coverage probability may be given to the systems under various traffic loads and channel conditions. For example, the goal of networks experiencing high traffic loads is to improve the spectral efficiency. But, in another circumstance, the goal may be to improve the coverage probability of interference-limited cell edge area users.

In another scenario, peak data rates for the interference-limited edge users have to be improved. This section explores these tradeoffs and compares the performance of SFR and FFR using the Poisson model and proposes a resource allocation strategy for maximizing sum-rate as well as balancing resource efficiency based on traffic load. This section numerically evaluates the performance of the system. The performance of Strict FFR and Soft FFR are compared for the PPP model and also the effect of the FFR threshold \((\gamma_{TH})\) on the average spectral efficiency and coverage probability in the chunk-based Tractable Multi-cell OFDMA system are evaluated.

The algorithm steps to split the users into the central cell area users and the cell edge area users are described below:

- **Step 1:** In all cells, to calculate the SINR, the location is fixed at distance from the base station varied in step size of 50 m and angles are varied from 0 to 360 degrees at the step size of 5 degrees.
- **Step 2:** At this location, SINR is calculated using distance between that point and desired base station point to calculate the desired power and that point to all the remaining base stations to calculate the interference power.
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The algorithm steps to split the users into the central cell area users and the cell edge area users are described below:

- **Step 1:** In all cells, to calculate the SINR, the location is fixed at distance from the base station varied in step size of 50 m and angles are varied from 0 to 360 degrees at the step size of 5 degrees.
- **Step 2:** At this location, SINR is calculated using distance between that point and desired base station point to calculate the desired power and that point to all the remaining base stations to calculate the interference power.

After performing the cell area into the central area and edge cell, the frequency bands are allocated for FFR and SFR techniques using graph coloring as described in system model. The parameters taken to analyse the performance are listed in Tab. 1. The effect of the FFR threshold to split the users into the users of the central cell area and the users of the cell edge area on the average spectral efficiency in the chunk-based OFDMA system for tractable model is evaluated for both strict FFR and soft FFR resource allocation schemes. Also, the coverage probability comparison is made. The channel fading of each subcarrier for all the users is normalized and Rayleigh distributed with unitary mean square as illustrated in the system model. As described in Tab. 1, the coherence bandwidth \(f_c\), is five times of \(\Delta_f\), i.e. 75 kHz. According to the equation (3) of [22], the correlation between adjacent subcarrier is high, when the channel coherence bandwidth is high. Also, the coherence bandwidth is taken in terms of subcarrier spacing. For the coherence bandwidth of 5\(\Delta_f\), the correlation between adjacent subcarrier is 0.98. For this correlation, from the Fig. 5 of [22], the average spectral efficiency is better upto chunk size of 8. So, the chunk size was chosen as 8. The transmit power in the central cell area and cell edge area are first assumed as
the same, i.e. $P_c = P_e$. Reference to the literature BER constraint was taken as $10^{-3}$.

Figure 4 shows the average spectral efficiency performance comparison between the FFR and SFR resource allocation methods. The average spectral efficiency increases as the FFR threshold up to the point called the optimal point. When FFR threshold is low, the probability of the users belongs to the central cell area frequency band is more. Even though the frequency reuse factor is high, this increases the interference power to the users which results in reduction in spectral efficiency. If FFR threshold gradually increases, then the number of the users of the cell edge area increases. Then the the users of the cell edge area are allocated with frequency band which does not receive more interference from all the base stations. After the optimal point, the average spectral efficiency starts decreasing with the FFR threshold.

At the optimal point of 12 dB for both Strict FFR as well as for Soft FFR, the probability of the number of users in the central cell area as well as the cell edge are approximately the same. So, the average efficiency is maximum at this optimal point. After the optimal point, the probability of the number of users in the cell edge area are high when compared to the users of the central cell area. This reduces interference. But, it also increases the use of frequency band with frequency reuse factor less than unity than frequency reuse factor 1. Also, from Fig. 4, as expected the spectral efficiency performance improvement is observed in SFR than in FFR. In SFR also, the users of the central cell area are high for low FFR threshold. Since the central cell area frequency band is not allocated to all the central cell area cells. But, the users with low received SINR also receives less interference than FFR. So, the spectral efficiency in SFR is better than FFR.

Figure 5 shows the performance comparison of resource allocation methods such as FFR and SFR from coverage probability point of view, when the transmitter power of the central cell and the cell edge area are the same. As expected, the coverage probability of both the schemes starts decreasing, when the SINR threshold increases. There is a gap in coverage probability between FFR and SFR resource allocation schemes, when the transmitter power in the central cell and the cell edge areas are the same. This occurred due to the allocation of the frequency band used in the users of the central cell area of one cell used by the cell edge area of adjacent cell area users.

Figure 6 shows the coverage probability comparison for varying FFR Threshold (dB) with SINR threshold of 0 dB. SFR performance is better, when the FFR threshold is low. The improvement in coverage probability performance is achieved, when the FFR threshold is greater than the optimal FFR threshold of 12 dB. Always, there is a trade-off between the average spectral efficiency performance and coverage probability, i.e. the average spectral efficiency starts decreasing after the optimal FFR threshold of 12 dB, but coverage probability starts increasing in all resource allocation schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subcarriers</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcarrier spacing ($\Delta f$)</td>
<td>15 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BER constraint ($\beta_0$)</td>
<td>$10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence bandwidth</td>
<td>$5\Delta f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base station model</td>
<td>Poisson point process model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Simulation parameters.
6. Conclusion

The base station locations have been modelled in this paper using Poisson Point Process to analyse the cellular in real environment. In order to reduce the complexity in the resource allocation scheme, chunk-based resource allocation has been embedded in the multi-cell tractable OFDMA environment. FFR and SFR methods have been implemented with chunk-based resource allocation. The average spectral efficiency and coverage probability performance analysis have been illustrated for these two methods and these two schemes have been compared. The optimal FFR threshold for both these resource allocation schemes is 12 dB. At this optimal value, the number of users in the central cell area of irregular cell and the cell edge area are the same. It is demonstrated that the SFR performance is better than FFR based resource allocation, when the spectral efficiency is considered. But, the numerical results confirmed that the coverage probability is poorer than FFR, when the transmitter power of central cell area and the users of the cell edge area are kept the same. Also, the trade-off between the spectral efficiency and coverage probability performance was observed in this paper.

Additionally, this work motivates future research for modern resource allocation method such as Soft-Fractional Frequency Reuse (SFFR) to increase the capacity of the edge users and also to reduce the interference level i.e. hybrid of SFR and Partial Frequency Reuse (PFR) or FFR [32]. Also this research would allow research into the implications of FFR along with other important cellular network research including FFR in conjunction with Femto cell and sectoring to further improve the spectral efficiency [33], [34].
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Appendix A

The average probability of \( q^{th} \) chunk assigned to the users in the central cell area, \( P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c) \) is derived as follows

\[
P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c) = \sum_{N_{k_c}=1}^{N_k} P(\epsilon(q) = \epsilon_c | N_{k_c}) P(N_{k_c}) \tag{24}
\]

where \( P(N_{k_c}) \) represents the probability of the number of users in the central cell area which is equal to \( N_{k_c} \). This can be derived as

\[
P(N_{k_c}) = \left( \frac{N_k}{N_{k_c}} \right) [P(\gamma_{kn} > \gamma_{TH})]^{N_{k_c}} [1 - P(\gamma_{kn} > \gamma_{TH})]^{N_k - N_{k_c}} \tag{25}
\]

where \( \left( \frac{N_k}{N_{k_c}} \right) = \frac{N_k}{N_{k_c}[N_k - N_{k_c}]} \) represents binomial coefficient. \( P(\gamma_{kn} > \gamma_{TH}) \) is the probability that a user located in the central cell area of the \( k^{th} \) cell, and \( [1 - P(\gamma_{kn} > \gamma_{TH})] \) is the probability that a user located in the cell edge area, \( \gamma_{kn} \) is the average SINR of the user n in the \( k^{th} \) cell. Due to the assumption of uniform distribution of \( N_k \) users in the \( k^{th} \) cell, the probability that the \( n^{th} \) user located in the central cell area is obtained as follows.

The average received SINR of the user \( n \) is derived as

\[
\hat{\gamma}_{kn} = E \left[ \frac{P_{h,n,q}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} P_i d_i^{-\alpha + \eta_i^2}} \right] \tag{26}
\]

\[
\hat{\gamma}_{kn} = \frac{P \alpha^{-\alpha}}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} P_i d_i^{-\alpha + \eta_i}} \tag{27}
\]

where \( d_{i,n} \) is the distance between \( n^{th} \) base station and the corresponding user \( n \). Equation (27) follows from (24) using \( E[\hat{\gamma}_{k,n,q}] = 1 \), i.e. since, the sub channel is Rayleigh fading
with unitary mean square. Now, the average SINR is dependent on the distance, which is Poisson distributed random variable. So, \( P(γ_{kn} > γ_{th}) \) is derived as

\[
P(γ_{kn} > γ_{th}) = P\left( \frac{P_{x,n} \sum_{k=1}^{p} p_{d,i,n}^n - \eta^2}{\sum_{k=1}^{p} p_{d,i,n}^n} > γ_{th} \right).
\]

(28)

Further, \( (23) \) can be written as

\[
Assume, \quad \epsilon = 1 - \exp\left(-\pi \lambda \left[ \frac{P}{γ_{th}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_{c}} P_{d,i,n}^n + η^2 \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} \right).
\]

(31)

Further, \( (23) \) can be written as

\[
P(\epsilon(q) = ε) = \sum_{N_{k}=1}^{N_{k}} \left( \frac{N_{k}}{N_{k,c}} \right) e^{N_{k}c} [1 - ε]^{N_{k}-N_{k,c}} \cdot \left( \frac{N_{k,c}}{N_{k}} \right).
\]

(32)

Substituting \( (10) \) and \( (32) \) in eq. \( (24) \), the probability that the \( q \)th chunk allocated to the central cell area becomes as

\[
P(\epsilon(q) = ε) = \sum_{N_{k}=1}^{N_{k}} \left( \frac{N_{k}}{N_{k,c}} \right) e^{N_{k}c} [1 - ε]^{N_{k}-N_{k,c}} \cdot \left( \frac{N_{k,c}}{N_{k}} \right).
\]

(33)

Defining \( n = N_{k,c} - 1 \), then \( (31) \) becomes

\[
P(\epsilon(q) = ε) = ε \sum_{N_{k}=1}^{N_{k}} \left( \frac{N_{k}}{n} \right) e^{n} [1 - ε]^{(N_{k}-1)-n}.
\]

(34)

Since the sum \( \sum_{N_{k}=1}^{N_{k}} \left( \frac{N_{k}}{n} \right) e^{n} [1 - ε]^{(N_{k}-1)-n} = 1 \), then equation \( (32) \) reduces to

\[
P(\epsilon(q) = ε) = \epsilon = 1 - \exp\left(-\pi \lambda \left[ \frac{P}{γ_{th}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_{c}} P_{d,i,n}^n + η^2 \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} \right).
\]

(35)

**Appendix B**

The probability distribution functions of \( C_{s}(q) \) and \( C_{c}(q) \) can be derived from the cumulative distribution function of the conditional data rate \( r_{n,q}(x_{n}, θ_{n}) \) [22], the CDF of \( r_{n,q}(x_{n}, θ_{n}) \) is given by

\[
P(r_{n,q}(x_{n}, θ_{n}) < \epsilon) = \left( \frac{\log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{c\gamma_{n,q}(x_{n},θ_{n})}{\ln(5β_0)} \right)}{\epsilon} \right) < r,
\]

\[
P(r_{n,q}(x_{n}, θ_{n}) < \epsilon) = \left( \frac{\log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{c\gamma_{n,q}(x_{n},θ_{n})}{\ln(5β_0)} \right)}{\epsilon} \right) < r
\]

(36)

Equation (36) follows from BER function \( β = 0.2 \exp\left(-\frac{2\gamma_{n,q}(x_{n},θ_{n})}{\ln(5β_0)} \right) \). Here, adaptive QAM modulation was considered. In (36), \( β_0 \) is BER constraint, \( c = -1.6 \), since the SINR \( γ_{n,q}(x_{n},θ_{n}) \) is function of \( h_{c,n,q}^2 \) of the \( n \)th user, the probability density function of the sum of the \( M \) independent exponentially distributed random variables is given by

\[
f(h_{c,n,q}^2(x)) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{1}{\pi_i} \rho_i \exp\left(-\frac{x}{\pi_i} \right),
\]

(37)

\[
P(h_{c,n,q}^2(x)) = \frac{1}{\pi_i} \rho_i \exp\left(-\frac{x}{\pi_i} \right)
\]

(38)

The conditional probabilities \( P(C_{s}(q) < C | x) \) and \( P(C_{c}(q) < C | x) \) are derived as follows, \( P(C_{c}(q) < C | x) = P(r_{n,q}(x_{n}, θ_{n}) < C | x) \). From (27), interference power \( I_{c} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{c}} P_{d,i,n}^n \)

\[
P(C_{c}(q) < C | x) = P\left( \frac{\log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{c\gamma_{n,q}(x_{n},θ_{n})}{\ln(5β_0)} \right)}{\epsilon} \right) < r
\]

(39)

Using equation (24) of [24], \( E_{I_c} \) \( \left( \frac{-\ln(5β_0)(2C - 1)I_{c} + η^2}{\pi_i} \right) \pi_i \)

(40)
Equation (40) follows from the concept of where $L_{I_x}(\frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}})$ is the Laplace transform. This is due to 

$$E_x(e^{-s I_x}) = \int_0^\infty e^{-s f(x)} dx = \text{Laplace transform of } f(x).$$

Defining $d_n$ as the distance between $n^{th}$ base station and $n^{th}$ user in the reference cell but identical distribution for all $i$, using the definition of Laplace transform, we can get,

$$L_{I_x}(s) = E_{I_x}(\exp(-sI_x)),
L_{I_x}(s) = E_{I_x}(\prod_{i \in J} \exp(-sd_{i,n}^\alpha)),
L_{I_x}(s) = \exp(-2\pi \lambda \int_0^\infty [1-\exp(-sv^\alpha)] \, dv).$$

Equation (41) follows from the probability generating functional [24] of the PPP [28]. Since the interfering base stations are at least at a distance of $x$, i.e. the distance between the user and the desired base station, the limit for integration takes from $x$ to $\infty$. Substituting $v^\alpha = y$, i.e. changing of variable and $s = \frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}}$, then the Laplace transform can be obtained as,

$$L_{I_x}(\frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}}) = \exp\left(\pi\lambda x^2 - 2\pi\lambda \left[\ln\left(\frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c}\right)\right]^\frac{2}{\alpha}\right)
\times\left(\left[\frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c}\right]^\frac{2}{\alpha} - \Gamma\left(\frac{2}{\alpha}\right)\right)$$

(42)

Substituting (40) in (38), we obtain

$$E_{I_x}(\exp(-\frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}} I_x \eta^2)) = 
\exp\left(\pi\lambda x^2 - 2\pi\lambda \left[\ln\left(\frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c}\right)\right]^\frac{2}{\alpha}\right)
\times\left(\left[\frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c}\right]^\frac{2}{\alpha} - \Gamma\left(\frac{2}{\alpha}\right)\right)$$

(43)

Consider $T_x = \frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}}$ and $\beta(T_x, \alpha) = \frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}}$,
then (40) becomes

$$E_{I_x}(\exp(-\frac{\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}} I_x \eta^2)) = 
\exp\left(T_x x^{-\alpha} \eta^2 + \pi\lambda T_x \beta(T_x, \alpha), x^2\right).$$

(44)

Substituting (44) in (39), then $P(C_c(q) < C | x)$ becomes

$$P(C_c(q) < C | x) = 
\sum_{i=1}^M \rho_i \left[1 - \exp\left(T_x x^{-\alpha} \eta^2 + \pi\lambda T_x \beta(T_x, \alpha), x^2\right)\right].$$

Similarly, $P(C_c(q) < C | x) = P\left(r_{n_q}, \theta_{n_q} \left| x_{n_q}, \theta_{n_q} \right. \right) < 4C | x)$

$$P(C_c(q) < C | x) = 
\sum_{i=1}^M \rho_i \left[1 - \exp\left(T_x x^{-\alpha} \eta^2 + \pi\lambda \beta(T_x, \alpha), x^2\right)\right]$$

(46)

where $T_x = \frac{-\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}}$ and $\beta(T_x, \alpha) = \frac{-\ln(\beta_0)\left(2C-1\right)}{c\pi P_c x^{-\alpha}}$,

$$P(C_c(q) < C)$$

(47) can be derived as

$$P(C_c(q) < C) = \int_0^\infty P(C_c(q) < C | x) f_{r_x}(x) dx.$$  

(48) Similarly, $P(C_c(q) < C)$ is given as

$$P(C_c(q) < C) = \int_0^\infty P(C_c(q) < C | x) f_{r_x}(x) dx.$$  

(49)

where $f_{r_x}(x) = 2\pi\lambda ce^{-\lambda x^2}$.  

### Appendix C

The coverage probability of FFR resource allocation scheme can be derived as follows,

$$P(r_{n_q}, \theta_{n_q} \left| x_{n_q} \right. > \gamma C | x) = P(h_{n_q}^2 > \gamma A | x).$$

(49)

From Appendix B, $P(h_{n_q}^2 > \gamma A | x)$ can be obtained. If the user belongs to the central cell area, then

$$P(h_{n_q}^2 > \gamma C I_x + \eta^2 P_c x^{-\alpha} | x) = E_{I_x}(\sum_{i=1}^M \rho_i \exp\left(-\gamma C \frac{I_x + \eta^2 P_c x^{-\alpha}}{\pi_i}\right)).$$

(50)

$$P(h_{n_q}^2 > \gamma C I_x + \eta^2 P_c x^{-\alpha} | x) = E_{I_x}(\sum_{i=1}^M \rho_i \exp\left(-\gamma C \frac{I_x + \eta^2 P_c x^{-\alpha}}{\pi_i}\right)).$$

(51)

From Appendix B, the terms in the above Equations (48) and (49) are given as

$$E_{I_x}(\exp\left(-\gamma C \frac{I_x + \eta^2 P_c x^{-\alpha}}{\pi_i}\right)) = \exp\left(-\gamma C \frac{\eta^2 P_c x^{-\alpha}}{\pi_i}\right) \exp\left(\pi\lambda x^2 - 2\pi\lambda \left(\frac{\gamma C}{\pi_i}\right)^2 x^2 \left(\Gamma\left(\frac{2}{\alpha}\right) - \left(\frac{\gamma C}{\pi_i}\right)\right)\right).$$

(52)

$$E_{I_x}(\exp\left(-\gamma C \frac{I_x + \eta^2 P_c x^{-\alpha}}{\pi_i}\right)) = \exp\left(-\gamma C \frac{\eta^2 P_c x^{-\alpha}}{\pi_i}\right) \exp\left(\pi\lambda x^2 - 2\pi\lambda \left(\frac{\gamma C}{\pi_i}\right)^2 x^2 \left(\Gamma\left(\frac{2}{\alpha}\right) - \left(\frac{\gamma C}{\pi_i}\right)\right)\right).$$

(53)
\[
P\left( h_{nq} > \gamma C \frac{x + y^2}{2x^2} \mid x \right) = \\
\sum_{i=1}^{M} \rho_i \exp\left( -\frac{\gamma C \pi_i}{\pi^2} \right) \exp\left( \pi_1 x^2 \right) - \\
2\pi x \left[ \frac{\gamma C \pi_i}{\pi^2} \right]^\frac{1}{2} \left( \Gamma \left( \frac{3}{2}; \frac{\gamma C \pi_i}{\pi^2} \right) - \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) \right).
\]

Similarly
\[
P\left( h_{e} > \gamma C \frac{x + y^2}{2x^2} \mid x \right) = \\
\sum_{i=1}^{M} \rho_i \exp\left( -\frac{\gamma C \pi_i}{\pi^2} \right) \exp\left( \pi_1 x^2 \right) - \\
2\pi x \left[ \frac{\gamma C \pi_i}{\pi^2} \right]^\frac{1}{2} \left( \Gamma \left( \frac{3}{2}; \frac{\gamma C \pi_i}{\pi^2} \right) - \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) \right),
\]

\[
= \int_0^\infty P\left( \gamma_{n,q} > \gamma C \mid x \right) f_x (x) \, dx,
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{M} \rho_i \int_0^\infty \exp\left( T_e \eta^2 \nu^2 \pi^2 - 2\pi_1 \beta (T_e, \alpha) \right) \, dv.
\]

Here, \( \beta (T_e, \alpha) = \Gamma \left( \frac{3}{2}; \frac{\gamma e \pi_i}{\pi^2} \right) - \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) \) and \( T_e = \frac{\gamma e}{\pi^2} \) respectively.

Similarly, for the users of the cell edge area
\[
P(\gamma_e (q) > \gamma C \mid \epsilon (q) = \epsilon_e)
\]

\[
= \int_0^\infty \int_0^\infty \exp\left( T_e \eta^2 \nu^2 \pi^2 - 2\pi_1 \beta (T_e, \alpha) \right) \, dv.
\]

Here, \( \beta (T_e, \alpha) = \Gamma \left( \frac{3}{2}; \frac{\gamma e \pi_i}{\pi^2} \right) - \Gamma \left( \frac{1}{2} \right) \) and \( T_e = \frac{\gamma e}{\pi^2} \) respectively.